
The release of a gripping professional investigation 
exposes the unethical defamation and cyberstalking 
tactics used by self-proclaimed “cult hunter” journalist 

This press announcement is drawn from the report of a licensed investigation 
firm, who had the full support of law enforcement, resulting in an eBook launch 
that covers a blogger’s online abuses who uses deceptive stories and 
cyberstalking tactics to target spiritual leaders. 

This riveting release examples how an innocent man was libeled by an unethical cyber strategist, who 
hails herself a “cult hunter” journalist, in an effort to draw attention to herself. She achieves her agenda by 
publishing false facts, fictitious crimes, and fraudulent statements. The investigation exposes how she 
repeatedly commits defamation, and cyberstalking, to cause reputational damage and unwarranted 
duress for her targets. The in-depth research shows how she fabricated a crime that didn’t happen and 
then published her accusations on her own multiple websites. She falsely accused the man of 
participating in murder, ritual cult activities, and other sinister acts, to cause ruin and harm. This six-month 
investigation brings the real facts to light, while disclosing how the only actual offenses were the blogger’s 
ongoing defamation and cyberstalking efforts. 
  
Currently, false stories and fake news continue to ruin people’s lives across the net, often without any 
consequence for the irresponsible and reckless bloggers and fraudulent journalists who publish them. 
This story goes beyond just one man’s story, it shows how false facts and deceitful news can, and does, 
generate prejudice, perpetuates hate, and causes real-life damage. It reveals how our worldwide web has 
become a dangerous and untrustworthy environment for nearly everyone. 
  
This investigation divulges how this new trend of online hate groups should be taken more seriously along 
with the growing cases of identity thefts, deep-fakes, ransomware, and online predators. It will require a 
courageous, steadfast commitment to no longer allow our online communities to be hijacked by hate 
groups, and to bring forth real facts that call for cyber accountability, to ideally reestablish a safe 
environment in an arena where presently anything goes. 
This example of cyberstalking and defamation shows us the risks we all have to endure, unless we’re 
willing to collectively step up to demand our guaranteed constitutional right to religious and spiritual 
freedom, while affirming the importance of real free speech, which does not mean the freedom to lie and 
defame the innocent. 
  
This is a fascinating story that’s aptly relevant to our times, concerning the shocking influence fake news 
and cyberstalking is having on us all. It reveals the severe harm that can be caused through the reckless 
efforts of prejudiced hate groups. Showing the personal, emotional, financial, and psychological impact 
that can be perpetrated by those few who would use deceptive online strategies to establish their dubious 
agendas, to further their readership and gain recognition. This kind of prevalent ongoing surge of 
misinformation, if left unchecked will further inflame prejudice, and injustice through giving free rein to a 
new trend of online hate. 
  
This investigation is a genuine page-turner, filled with a variety of twists and turns that could easily 
become a true to life detective novel. 
  
Available Material: 
Full Investigate report: https://www.bescofield.net/ 
Upon request we can provide access to a spiritual leader attacked by blogger Be Scofield. 
Quote: We’re facing a new cyber-illness, an extended pathology of devious minds, that’s infesting a once 
promising medium that should be a safe ground, for research, communication, education, art, all kinds of 
entertainment, and a place that allows us the freedom to express and discover ourselves.
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